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A subclass of Petri nets called live and safe free choice nets (LSFC nets) is 
studied. LSFC nets model distributed systems that can exhibit both nonsequential 
and nondeterministic behaviours. It is shown that the restricted combination of 
concurrency and choice as represented by LSFC nets leads to a number of 
attractive system properties. It is also shown, through examples, that a "less" 
restrictive combination of concurrency and choice destroys these properties. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study a subclass of Petri nets called live and safe free 
choice nets (LSFC nets, for short). Petri nets are a model of distributed 
systems. Their study forms a sizable part of the net theory of systems and 
processes (Brauer (1980)). 
Briefly stated, a Petri net consists of two parts, a net and a marking. The 
net models the static structure of the system under study, and the marking 
represents a distributed global state (often, the initial state) of the system. 
A net may be viewed as a directed bipartite graph with two kinds of nodes 
called S-elements and T-elements. S-elements are used to denote the local 
atomic states of the system and T-elements are used to represent the local 
atomic changes-of-states (transitions). The directed arcs then model the 
neighbourhood relationship between S-elements and T-elements. 
A marking of the net is a distribution of tokens over the S-elements. In 
this sense, a global state is composed out of the local states. Tokens are 
assumed to have no internal structure and hence are indistinguishable from 
each other. (In general though, tokens can have internal structure, and this 
fact leads to a variety of powerful system models based on nets as in 
Genrich and Lautenbach (1981), Jensen (1981), Reisig (1983)). The 
dynamics of the system is captured through a firing rule. It specifies when 
and how the transitions associated with the T-elements can transform the 
state (token distribution) of the system. 
The chief advantage of Petri nets is that they provide a simple, abstract, 
and general setting for investigating distributed systems. In particular, Petri 
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nets offer the means for clearly distinguishing between the three fundamental 
relationships that can exist between the occurrences of two transitions t 1 and 
t 2 in a state of a system: 
(1) t 1 followed by t 2 (sequence, causality). 
(2) Either t~ or t 2 but not both (choice, nondeterminism). 
(3) Both t I and t 2 but with no order (concurrency, nonsequentiality). 
In what follows we take the "sequence" relation to be well understood and 
push it to the background. The focus of interest is then the interplay between 
choice and concurrency. And this is the underlying theme of this paper. In 
the absence of concurrency we have sequential nondeterministic systems. In 
our language, they are called, roughly speaking, marked S-graphs. Automata 
theory deals with such systems in an adequate fashion. (On second thought, 
in the context of distributed systems, the notion of observational equivalence 
in Milner (1980) throws a shadow across the previous sentence.) In the 
absence of choice we have deterministic nonsequential systems. In our 
terminology they are called marked T-graphs. In the literature, they are often 
termed marked graphs and sometimes synchronisation graphs. The theory of 
marked graphs is also reasonably well understood. (See Commoner et al. 
(1971), Genrich and Lautenbach (1973), Jump and Thiagarajan 
(1973, 1975)). 
Trouble arises when both choice and concurrency are present. We contend 
that systems in which these two phenomena re arbitrarily mixed together 
are difficult to analyse and very difficult to synthesise. Granted this, one way 
to make progress is to combine nondeterminism and concurrency in a 
restricted fashion. 
Our second contention is that free choice nets represent a restricted but 
very fruitful combination of choice and concurrency. A major source for this 
claim is the existing theory of live and safe free choice nets worked out by 
Hack (1972) quite some time ago. (Liveness and safety are two important 
behavioural properties of marked nets.) 
The main aim of this paper is to provide additional evidence to cement our 
claim. We prove a number of properties possessed by this subclass of Petri 
nets. Each of these properties eems to be relevant in terms of current 
research on distributed systems. We also show through examples, in support 
of our first contention, that each such property breaks down for systems in 
which choice and concurrency are combined in a "less" restrictive manner. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we rapidly 
introduce the required net theoretic notions and terminology. In particular 
we define four subclasses of nets: S-graphs, T-graphs, free choice nets, and 
simple nets. Simple nets properly include free choice nets and permit a less 
restrictive (compared to free choice nets) combination of nondeterminism 
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and concurrency. We use live and safe simple nets to construct our negative 
examples. 
Next we define three special kinds of substructures of an LSFC net called 
T-components, S-components and SM-components. A T-component is 
basically a T-graph in which the environment of every T-element is complete 
(relative to the composite system). An S-component is basically an S-graph 
in which the environment of every S-element is complete. An SM-component 
is an S-component which viewed by itself is a live and safe S-graph. To the 
uninitiated reader, these terms will become clear once the definitions and 
examples of Section 1 are encountered. 
In Section 2 we prove that in an LSFC net, the autonomous behaviour of 
an SM-component is not constrained in any way by the composite system. 
Section 3 contains the result that every T-component can be exercised in its 
own right as a live and safe T-graph. Using this result, we characterise in 
Section 4 the prompt interfaces of an LSFC net. We term the set of external 
(observable) operations of a system to be an interface. And we call an 
interface to be prompt if between any two observable operations there are at 
most a bounded number of internal (unobservable) operations. 
In Section 5 we show that the T-components and S-components of an 
LSFC net are maximal in a strong sense w.r.t, being T-graphs and S-graphs, 
respectively. This then leads to the corollary that every elementary circuit of 
an LSFC net is contained in both a T-component and an S-component. 
Section 6 presents the result that in an LSFC net fair local choices (and 
we call it local fairness) is both necessary and sufficient o guarantee a kind 
of global fairness. Our notion of local fairness is qualitatively different from 
the conventional notion of fairness. In the concluding section, apart from a 
discussion of our results, we present a more detailed review of related work. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
This section serves two purposes. A reader experienced in net theory may 
use it as a reference. For a reader who is not so familiar with nets, it can be 
seen as a short introduction to some of the basic concepts of this theory that 
we make use of. A (directed) net is a triple N = (S, T; F), where 
(a) SUT- - / :O and S~T=O,  
(b) F ___ (S X T) U (T X S) such that dom(F) U range(F) = S U T. 
S is the set of S-elements, T is the set of T-elements and F is the flow 
relation. X = S U T is the set of elements of N. In what follows we often 
refer to the S-elements as places and to the T-elements as transitions. In net 
diagrams, places will be represented as circles, transitions as boxes, and the 
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flow relation as directed arcs. Throughout his paper, unless otherwise stated, 
we assume all nets that we consider to be connected and finite (i.e., 
X = S U T is a finite set). 
Let x be an element of the net N. Then 
and 
"x = { y C X I (y, x) E F} is the preset of x 
x" = { y E X[ (x, y) E F} is the postset of x. 
For a place (transition) x we will often refer to "x as the set of input tran- 
sitions (input places) and to x" as the set of output ransitions (output places) 
of x. This dot notation is extended to sets of elements in the obvious way. If  
s E S and I s'l > 1, we say that s is a shared place. ([ YI denotes the 
cardinality of the set Y.) 
In this paper three subclasses of nets play a dominant role. An S-graph is 
a net N in which each transition has at most one input place and at most one 
output place (¥t ~ T: I'tl, [t'l ~< 1). As will become clear in the sequel, an S- 
graph in essence represents the structure of a sequential nondeterministic 
system. 
The dual notion is that of a T-graph. A T-graph is a net N in which each 
place has at most one input transition and at most one output transition 
(Vs ~ s= I'sl, Is'l 1). T-graphs will be used to model the structure of nonse- 
quential deterministic systems. Free choice nets are one- -and we shall argue, 
a very nice---common generalisation of S-graphs and T-graphs. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A free choice net (FC net) is a net N in which for every 
place s ~ S, [s" I > 1 =~ "(s ' )= {s}. 
Stated differently, in a free choice net, if two transitions t1 and t 2 have a 
shared input place s (i.e., Is'[ > 1), then s is the unique input place of both tl 
and t 2. Let N = (S, T; F) be a free choice net, s ~ S, t E T, and (s, t) E F. 
Then s '=  {t} or "t--{s}. In this sense, free choice nets are a common 
generalisation of T-graphs and S-graphs. 
A fourth subclass called simple nets will play a minor role. They shall be 
used to construct examples which will then support our contention that our 
results for free choice nets do not hold for larger classes of nets. A simple net 
is a net N in which each transition has at most one shared input place. 
Formally, Y tE  T: ]{sE ' t  I [s'[ > 1}1~< 1. 
In a free choice net, if a transition has a shared input place then it is the 
only input place of this transition. Hence every free choice net is a simple 
net. In fact, the four classes of nets that we have introduced, form a 
hierarchy (under inclusion) as shown in Fig. 1. For easy reference, we have 
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• simple nets 
• x~.,x~ choice nets 
S-graphs T-graphs 
FIGURE 1 
drawn in Fig. 2 those substructures that are ruled out in each of these 
classes. 
The idea needed next is that of a subnet. The net N' = (S', T',F') is said 
to be a subnet of the net N = (S, T; F), and we write N' _ N, iff S' c S, 
T' c_ T, and F'  =FA ((S' x T') U (T' X S')). N' is a proper subnet of N, 
written N 'cN,  iff N 'c_N and N~N' .  Given a net N=(S ,T ;F )  and 
04: Yc (SUT) ,  the subnet generated by Y is the net N'= (S', T';F') 
which satisfies 
and 
s '=s  n ( ' ru  Y 'w  r), 
v '=  Tn( ' ru  r 'u  r), 
F'  =Ffq  ( (S 'X  T ' )U  (T 'X  S')). 
The states of a system whose structure is modelled as a net are represented 
by markings. A marking of the net N is a function M: S ~ ~ -- {0, i, 2,... }. 
For a set of places S' ___ S, M(S') shall denote Y~s~s, M(s). 
In diagrams, the marking M is indicated by placing M(s) tokens (black 
dots) on each place s. A transition t is enabled (firable) at the marking M iff 
each input place of t is marked at M, i.e., for each s ~ "t: M(s) > 0. When 
S-graph T-graph FC net simple net 
FIGURE 2 
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the enabled transition t fires at M, a new marking M'  is reached which is 
given by 
Ys E S : M'(s) = M(s) -- 1 if s E "t\r 
~- M(s) + 1 if s E r\ 't  
= M(s) otherwise. 
The transformation of M into M' through the firing of t will be denoted as 
M[t)M'.  
In the following, T* is the free monoid generated by the set T and, as 
usual, T + = T*\{2}, where ~ is the null sequence. Let M ° be a marking of 
the net N and cr be a sequence of transitions, a = tot~t 2... t n E T*. Then cr is 
said to be a firing sequence at M ° iff there exist markings M 1, M2,..., M "+~ 
of N such that for 0 <. i <. n, Mi[ti) M i+1. As might be expected M°[tr) M n+ l 
denotes the transformation of M ° into M n+~ by firing tr at M °. By 
convention, M[;t)M for every marking M of N. 
Regarding sequences we should like to adopt three notations. First, i f  tr is 
a sequence of symbols and u is a symbol, then #(o lu )  is the number of 
times u appears in tr. I f  U is a set of symbols then #(a  [ U) = ~u~u #(o [ u). 
Second, if a is a sequence of symbols and U is a set of symbols then 
PROJ (a IU)  denotes the subsequence obtained by deleting from o all 
appearances of symbols that are not in U. Finally, risking confusion, we let 
l al denote the length of the sequence a and as usual I;tl= 0. 
We now consider the state space defined by a marking M of the net N. 
The forward marking class defined by M is denoted as [M) and is the 
smallest class of markings of N given by: 
(a) ME [M) and 
(b) if M'  E [M) and for some t E T: M'  [t)M", then M" E [M). 
Based on these ideas we can define a system model as 
DEFINITION 1.2. A marked net is a quadruple 27 = (S, T; F, M°), where 
N = (S, T; F) is a net and M ° is a marking of N called the initial marking. 
(S, T; F) is called the underlying net of 27 and is denoted by N z . Where X 
is clear from the context we write N instead of N z. If Nr is an FC net (S- 
graph, T-graph, simple net), we will say that 22 is a marked FC net (S-graph, 
T-graph, simple net). FS(2?), the set of firing sequences of 22, is given by 
FS(27) = {o C T* [o is a firing sequence at M ° }. 
Let 22 = (S, T; F, M) be a marked net, t ~ T and tr E T* a firing sequence 
at M with M[tr)M'. Then o is said to be a t-enabling sequence at M iff t is 
enabled at M'.  o is called a minimal t-enabling sequence at M iff o is a t- 
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enabling sequence at M and for every other t-enabling sequence a' at M: 
l al<~la' [. Two important behavioural properties of a marked net are liveness 
and safety. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let ~r = (S, T; F, M °) be a marked net. 
(a) Z is live iff ¥M'E[M °) V tET :3M"E[M' )  such that t is 
enabled at M". 
(b) ~r is safe iff VM' E [M °) Vs E S: M'(s) <~ 1. 
Thus liveness captures the idea that no transition ever loses the possibility 
of occurrence, and safety guarantees a uniform upper bound (in our case 1) 
on the number of tokens a place will ever contain. The marked FC net 
shown in Fig. 3 is live and safe. 
Live and safe free choice nets (LSFC nets) admit an elegant structural 
theory. This has been demonstrated by Hack (1972) and we will make 
abundant use of his work. The theory is based on the notions of S- 
components and T-components, or state machine components and marked 
graph components as Hack called them. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let Z= (S, T ;F ,M °) be a marked net and N 1 = 
($1, T1 ; F1) be a subnet of N~. 
(a) N 1 is a T-component of 2; iff N~ is a strongly connected T-graph 
and is the subnet of N~ generated by T 1, i.e., S I= 'T~WT l" and 
F, =Fro ((S 1 X T, )U (T, X $1)). 
FIGURE 3 
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(b) N l is an S-component of 27 iff N l is a strongly connected S-graph 
and is the subnet of N z generated by S1, i.e., TI='S1US~" and 
F, =F(3  ((S 1X TI)U (r l  × SI)). 
(c) N1 is an SM-component (SM standing for "state machine") of 27 
iff N1 is an S-component of 2; and in addition, M°(S1) = 1. 
In Fig. 4 we show a T-component, an S-component, and an SM- 
component of the marked net of Fig. 3. As done in the above definition, 
whenever we talk about a net and one of its subnets, the dot notation will 
always refer to the incidence structure of the composite net. Keeping this 
convention in mind, the following observation will be helpful in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let 27=(S ,T ;F ,M °) be a marked net, N~= 
(S 1, TI;F1) a T-component and N 2 = ($2, T2;Fz) an S-component of 27. 
Then 
(a) V tET  l: "tUt'___S l, 
(b) Vs£SI: I ' s~T, I= I=[s '~T , I ,  
(c) Vs ~ S2: "s u s' _~ T2, 
(d) YtET2: l ' t~S2)=l=l t '~S2t ,  
(e) VM E [M °) : M(S2) = M°(S2). 
Proof Follows easily from the definitions. II 
A major chunk of the structural theory of LSFC nets can be stated as 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 27 = (S, T; F, M °) be an LSFC net and x an element 
of Nz. Then 
S-component T-component SM-component 
FIGURE 4 
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(a) there exists a T-component N~= (S1, Tx;F1) of Z such that 
X ~ S1~) T I, 
(b) there exists an SM-component N2 = ($2, Tz;F2) of 27 such that 
x@S2UT2. 
Proof See Theorem 4 and its dual version in Hack (1972). II 
The above theorem says that an LSFC net is covered by its set of T- 
components. It is also covered by its set of SM-components and hence by its 
set of S-components. 
This concludes our rapid introduction to the theory of LSFC nets. In the 
later sections we will have occasion to expose additional portions of this 
theory. 
2. THE AUTONOMOUS BEHAVIOUR OF SM-coMPONENTS 
Informally stated, the main result of this section is that the behaviour of 
an SM-component of an LSFC net is not constrained in any way by the 
composite net. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let,Y,= (S, T;F,M °) be an LSFC net, N~ = (S~, T1;F1) 
an SM-component of 27, and 27 1= (S 1, T~;F1,M~), where M ° is M ° 
restricted to S 1 . Then 
FS(271) = {PROJ(a I T1) I o" ~ FS(£')}. 
Proof For convenience set {PROJ(tr I T1) I O" ~ FS(27)} = FS'. Since for 
t E T 1, I ' tn  Sl1= 1, the inclusion FS' ~_ FS(27 0 follows from the firing rule. 
To show inclusion in the other direction we consider a C FS(271). The proof 
is by induction on k = I~r I. 
(1) k=0.  Trivial. 
(2) k>0.  Let tr=aat with la l t=k-1 />0 and tET I .  By the 
induction hypothesis there exists a~ ~ FS(27) such that PROJ(a~ I TO = al. 
Let M°[tr~)M ~ (in 27). Because tr is a firing sequence of 27 1, a 1 is also a firing 
MI[a~)M~ (in 271). From 'S 1U Sa" = T 1, it is easy to sequence of 27~. Let 0 
verify that MI is M 1 restricted to S~. Let s be the place in Sa with 
M~(s) = MI(s)= 1. The existence and the uniqueness of s is assured by the 
definition of an SM-component and part (e) of Proposition 1.1. Clearly then 
t C s'. Since 27 is live we can find a minimal t-enabling sequence p at M ~ (in 
27). We claim that #(Pl T1) = 0. 
To see this, we first consider the case I'tt = 1. Then obviously t is enabled 
at M 1 in 27 and p =2,  the null sequence. If I'tl > 1, from the free choice net 




property it follows s" = {t}. Since s is the only marked place in S 1 at M 1 and 
t is the only transition in T 1 that can remove the token from s, #(Pl T1) > 0 
would imply that #(P] t) > 0. This would contradict the hypothesis that p is 
a minimal t-enabling sequence. This proves the claim and hence 
PROJ(p I T1)=2. Now a~pt is a firing sequence of ,~. Hence 
PROJ(o~ptl TO=ol t=oEFS ' .  | 
Thus the behaviour of an SM-component, viewed as an autonomous 
system 2; 1, is not constrained in any way by the composite system ,~. At 
worst, transitions might be "delayed" by other parts of ~. In other words, 
synchronisation is the only interaction that occurs between the SM- 
components of an LSFC net. We know from Theorem 1.2 that every LSFC 
net is covered by the set of its SM-components. As a result, an LSFC net 
can be viewed as an interconnection f a set of autonomous live and safe S- 
graphs that occasionally synchronise with each other. 
This result does not hold for live and safe simple nets. This is brought out  
by the example shown in Fig. 5. The SM-component generated by {a, d}, 
viewed as a marked net, admits 1313 as a firing sequence. However, there is 
no firing sequence of the composite net which has 1313 as its projection onto 
this SM-component. 
3. EVERY T-COMPONENT GENERATES A CYCLIC PROCESS 
The aim here is to show that every T-component of an LSFC net can be 
exercised in its own right as a live and safe T-graph. Anticipating the 
contents of the later sections, we shall prove our result in a fairly general 
setting. Let N 1 = (S 1, T1;F1) be a subnet of N= (S, T;F). Then we define 
Ti(N1) = {t @ T~T 11 r N S 1 4= 0} and TO(N1) = {t E T\T~ ['t ~ S 1 4= 0}. 
Thus T i (T °) is the set of transitions which add (remove) tokens to (from) 
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the T-component. A marking M of N is called Nl-maximal iff for every firing 
sequence o of N at M, #( t r ] /~(N1) )=0 implies CA(a[ T~(N0)=0.  
Intuitively, at such a marking M the subnet N1 is "saturated." If tokens are 
prevented from leaving Nl--through the firing of transitions in T°--then it is 
impossible to add tokens to Nl--through the firings of T i. Of course this 
notion makes sense only under certain restrictions. In particular, we have 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X=(S ,T ;F ,M °) be an LSFC net, T~T,  and 
N~ = ($1, T~ ;FI)  be a subnet of Nx generated by T 1. Then there is an N 1- 
maximal marking M 1 in [M°). 
Proof Assume T i and T ° to be as defined above and consider M E[M °) 
and t C T/ \T  °. We shall say that t can be freely enabled from M iff there is a 
t-enabling firing sequence o at M such that #(a I T °) = 0. For convenience 
we shall let T M denote 
T M = {t E T i \T  ° t t can be freely enabled from M}. 
The proof of the lemma now proceeds by induction on n = [ TMO 1. 
(1) n = 0. Then M ° itself is an Nl-maximal marking. 
(2) n > 0. Let t I E TMO and al be a tl-enabling firing sequence at M ° 
with #(t : r l l T° )=0.  Let M°[tYlt1)M 1. Because t 1 ~ Ti \T  ° we have that 
#(e 1 t a ] T °) = 0 also. Consequently TM~ c_ TMO. Now suppose we manage to 
prove the following 
Claim. t~ cannot be freely enabled from M 1. 
Then I T~,II < ITs,01 so that from the induction hypothesis it follows that 
there exists an Nl-maximal marking MI in [M 1) and therefore in [M°). 
To verify the claim, since t I ~ Ti \T ° it follows that there is an output 
place of t~, say $1, which is in S~. Let N'= (S ' ,T ' ;F ' )  be an SM- 
component of 2; which contains sl and therefore t 1. Once again from 
tl ~ T/\TO it follows that s~, the unique input place of t 1 in S'  (see Fig. 6) is 
not in S 1. Hence MI(s  t (~S1)= 1 and MI(S ' \S1)= O. 
Let a be a firing sequence at M 1 with #(a I T°) = 0 and M 1 [a)M'. We 
shall first verify, by induction on k = !al, that M'(S ' \S  0 = O. 
(1) k=0.  Trivial. 
(2) k > 0. Let a = a't and M ~[a')M". By the induction hypothesis, 
M"(S' \S1) = 0 (and M"(S'  N S~) = 1). Suppose that t @ T'. Then, because 
N'  is an SM-component, we have that " tAS '~S~.  Now #(a  IT  ° )=0 
implies that t ~TO and therefore t E T~. But N~ is the subnet generated by 
T 1. Hence t 'AS ' _S  1 alsoo Consequently, M'(S '~S1) - - -  1 and 
M'(S ' \S1)  = O. 




Suppose that t~  T'. Then from the fact that M"(S ' \S1)= 0 and the 
definition of an SM-component, it follows that M'(S ' \S~)= 0. At this stage 
we have that if a is a firing sequence at M ~ with MI[a>M ' and 
#(a I T °) = 0, then M'(S' \S~) = 0. This implies that M'(s2) = 0 (recall that 
s2C ' t~S ' )  which in turn implies that t a is not enabled at M'. This 
establishes the claim. I 
In a number of results that follow, the notion of a T-allocation and related 
concepts will play a major role. Let 27 = (S, T; F, M °) be a marked net with 
s':/: O for every place s ~ S. Then a T-allocation of 27 is a function 
al: S-~ f ' (T)\{O} iff for every s E S: al(s)~s'.  (~(T)  is the set of subsets 
of T.) This is a generalisation of the idea introduced in Hack (1972) which 
in our notation is called a strict T-allocation. We say that a T-allocation al 
is strict iff for every s E S: ]al(s)] = 1. For the sake of transparency, we shall 
represent the generic strict T-allocation as AI. In this paper, we will not make 
use of the dual notion of S-allocation. Hence from now on we shall say 
(strict) allocation instead of (strict) T-allocation. 
The allocation al can be interpreted as a control function. According to 
this control, whenever a place s is marked and some of the output ransitions 
of s are enabled, then a transition in al(s) must be chosen to be fired. Thus, 
unallocated transitions will never be fired. Behaviours that are in this sense 
steered by the allocation function al are called al-compatible. More precisely, 
let al be an allocation and o C T* (with ¥s E S: s" :/: ~). Then o is said to be 
al-compatible iff for every t E T with #(a [ t) > 0: if s E "t then t E al(s). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 27=(S ,T ;F ,M °) be an LSFC net and N I= 
(St, T~;F~) be a subnet of N z generated by T l such that for every 
s E S~ : s" ~ T 1 ~ 0. Suppose that al is an allocation of 27 satisfying 
al(s) ~_ T1 for every s E St. Then there exists a marking M E [M °> and a 
firing sequence o E T ÷ at M which together satisfy 
(a) a C T? 
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(b) M[e)M 
(c) a is al-compatible. 
Proof. Let M 1 ~ [M °) be an Nm-maximal marking of N. Such a marking 
exists by Lemma 3.1. We shall first show that some transition in T 1 is 
enabled at M t. To this end, choose t E T t and a minimal t-enabling firing 
sequence p at M t such that for every t' E T 1 , and every minimal t'-enabling 
sequence p'  at M t, IP[ ~ ]P' [. Clearly p exists (22 is live) and no transition in 
T 1 appears in p. We need to show that p=2.  To do so, we claim that 
#~ol T°) =0.  
To see this, suppose some transition in TO appears in p. Then p can be 
expressed as p = a ' t 'a" ,  where t 'E  T ° and #(e' ITO)= 0. Let MI[a ' )M '. 
For some s' E St we have s' E't ' .  And we have presupposed that 
(s')" ~ T t 4= O, so that for some t" E T t we also have s' E "t". Because t' is 
firable at M' we must have M' (s ' )  > 0. And from the free choice property 
we know, {s '}= "t". Hence t" is also firable at M'.  This implies, however, 
that a '  is a t"-enabling sequence at M t with t "C  Tt and ]a'] < IP]. This 
contradicts the minimality of p. Thus #(p ] TO) = 0. 
From the Nl-maximality of M t we conclude that also no transition in T i 
appears in p. At this stage we have #(P IT  i) = #(P IT  °)--- #(P iT t )= 0. 
Consequently, for every s CSt ,  Ml (s)=M"(s) ,  where MtLo)M ". This 
means that t itself is firable at M t which then yields the required conclusion 
that p = 2. 
Suppose now s E "t and t ~ al(s). Since al(s) ~_ T t there exists some tt ~ s" 
with t t E al(s). But then t v e t t ,  S ~ "t, S E "t t ,  and the free choice property 
together imply that tt is also firable at M t. Let Mt[ t l )M 2. 
By iterating the above argument at M 2, we can construct, for every n ) 1, 
a sequence of the form Mt[t l )M 2, M2[t2)M3,...,Mn[tn)M n+t which 
satisfies: for every i with 1 ~i~n,  t i c  T~ is an al-compatible firing 
sequence (of length one) at M i. The required result then follows from the 
finiteness of [M°). l 
THEOREM 3.3. Let Z=(S ,T ;F ,M °) be an LSFC net and Nt = 
(S t ,  Tt ;F t )  a T-component of S,. Then there exists a marking M E [M °) 
such that X 1 = ($1, Tt ; Ft ,  M1)  is a live and safe T-graph, where M 1 is M 
restricted to S t. 
Proof. By the definition of a T-component we know that St ---- "T1 k.J T 1 ' 
and that for every sES I :  ' s~T 14=121 and s 'g3T  14=O. Hence by 
Lemma 3.2, we can find a marking M E [M °) and a firing sequence trE T + 
such that M[e)M. Because N 1 is strongly connected it follows now easily 
from the theory of marked graphs (see Commoner et al. (1971)) that every 
transition in T t must appear in a and, more interestingly, that 221 is a live 
marked graph; X 1 is safe because X is safe. I 
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FIGURE 7 
We note that the marking M demanded in the above theorem can be 
systematically constructed as demonstrated in the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Once again the result mentioned above does not hold for simple nets. For 
the live and safe simple net of Fig. 7, there exists no marking which is 
forward reachable from the one indicated and at which the T-component 
generated by the three outmost ransitions is live. 
4. THE PROMPT INTERFACES OF AN LSFC NET 
The aim of this section is to introduce a behavioural property called 
promptness and to characterise it for LSFC nets. For a marked net 
Z- - - - (S ,T ;F ,M°) ,  a T-interface or interface, for short, is any nonempty 
subset T E of T. Then T E is also called the set of external transitions and 
T, = T~T E is the set of internal transitions of 27. The interpretation of this 
notion is that occurrences in T E are observable "from outside" whereas 
occurrences in T I are not. Viewed differently, T E represents the actions 
through which the system communicates with its environment and T2 are the 
internal operations of the system which are "hidden." The promptness 
property demands that a system should not keep running indefinitely without 
communicating with its environment. Formally, 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let Z ---- (S, T; F, M °) be a marked net and O ~e T E _c T 
an interface of 2' so that T~ = T\T  e, Then, 
(a) X is prompt relative to T E iff there exists an integer k such that for 
every M E [m °) and every firing sequence a E T* at M, I a I ~ k. 
(b) 27 is weakly prompt relative to T E iff for every marking M E [M °) 
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there exists an integer k such that for every firing sequence a C T* at M, 
1GI <k. 
Clearly a marked net which is prompt is also weakly prompt. In general, 
the converse is not true as the example in Fig. 8 shows. This net is weakly 
prompt but not prompt. The external transitions have been drawn as shaded 
boxes. If the marking class [M °) of a marked net is finite, the two kinds of 
promptness collapse together. LSFC nets admit the following charac- 
terisation of promptness. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T E be an interface of the LSFC net 
2? = (S, T; F, M°). Then X is prompt relative to T~ iff for every T-component 
N, = (S,, T I ;F I)  of Z, T E V~ T I 4= 0. 
To prove this result, we need to take a closer look at allocations. Viewing 
an allocation al as a control function, as we did in the previous section, we 
shall first define those portions of the system that might be kept active under 
the control of al. Such portions of the system are called the reduction defined 
by al and they can be computed by the reduction algorithm presented below. 
This algorithm starts with a net N = (S, T; F) and an allocation al and 
repeatedly reduces N as follows: 
(1) Remove every unallocated transition, i.e., T\al(S). 
(2) If a place has all its input transitions removed, then remove the 
place. 
(3) If a transition has at least one input place removed, then remove 
the transition. 
(4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 till they cannot be applied anymore. 
For our purposes, it is necessary to work with a more formal version of this 
algorithm. In particular, we need to keep track of the count of the reduction 
steps in order to prove inductively some properties of the resulting subnet. In 
our reduction algorithm X r will denote the set of remaining elements and X e 
will denote the set of eliminated elements. 
FIGURE 8 
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DEFINITION 4.2. Let 22 = (S, T; F, M °) be a marked net with s" 4= O for 
every s E S. Let al be an allocation of 27. (In the reduction algorithm below 
we write al(S)= Uses al(s)). Then the (T)-reduction defined by al is the 
triple N'= (S', T ' ;F ' )  as computed by 
The Reduction Algorithm 
begin 
input S, T, F, and al 
inifialise X r := S U T; X e := 0;  i := 0; X~ := T\al(S) 
do while (X i :/: 0 )  
Xr'=Xr~(i; Xe'~-XeUXi; i := i+ 1; 
X~:= {tEXr l ' t~Xe:~}U{SEXr l 'SC__Xe} 
od 
output S'  = X r n S and T' = Xr N T and 
F '=FA(S 'XT 'UT 'XS ' ) ;  Xte=Xe; Xtr=X r. 
end 
An easy consequence of the decomposition result due to Hack can now be 
stated in our language as 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S---- (S, T; F, M °) be an LSFC net. Then 
(a) Every reduction defined by a strict allocation consists of a 
nonempty set of pairwise disjoint, strongly connected T-graphs (T- 
components). 
(b) As a result, the reduction defined by every allocation is nonempty 
and hence a subnet of N~. 
(c) Every transition, and therefore very place, in N z is contained in 
some reduction defined by a strict allocation. 
Proof See Theorem 8 in Hack (1972). l 
It turns out that if a transition appears infinitely often in an (infinite) al- 
compatible firing sequence, then this transition must be contained in the 
reduction defined by al. The result can be stated in terms of finite sequences 
as  
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 22= (S, T;F ,M °) be an LSFC net and al an 
allocation of 22. Let ME [M°), and a E T + be an al-compatible firing 
sequence at M such that M[a)M. Ira transition t E T appears in o then it is 
contained in the reduction N' = (S', T'; F') defined by al. 
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Proof. First note that if a transition t appears in a, then for every k E 
we can construct an al-compatible firing sequence a'  at M in which t 
appears at least k times. We simply have to iterate the firing sequence a, a 
suitable number of times at M. Hence we shall prove that if the transition t is 
not in T', then for some k(t) E N, in every al-compatible firing sequence at 
every M' ~ [M°), t can appear at most k(t) times. So assume that t ~ T'. We 
observe that in the reduction algorithm of Definition 4.2, X~' = (S U T)\X~ is 
the set of elements of N E that are not in N'. X~ is generated by a finite (Z is 
finite) sequence of subsets of S t )T  of the form Xo,X  ~ ..... X n. More 
precisely, X" = X o U X 1 ... U X n. Hence for some i with 1 <~ i ~ n, t C X i. 
The proof now proceeds by induction on i. 
(1) i = 0. Then t C T\al(S). By the definition of an al-compatible 
firing sequence, k(t) = O. 
(2) i>0 .  Then for some sC ' t ,  we must have "s~_X0UX1. . .U  
Xi-1. Now by induction hypothesis, for each t' E "s, the required bound k(t') 
exists. It is easy to check that k(t)= 1 + ~re.s k(t') will work. II 
The above result is a mild generalisation of an observation that Hack 
repeatedly uses and informally proves in his work. We have isolated it here 
and honoured it with a proof because it turns out to be so very useful. 
Particularly, the promptness result can now be derived. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose that N1 = (S 1, T 1 ;F1)  is a T-component 
of Z such that T~N T e=O.  By Theorem 3.2, we can find a marking 
ME [M °) and a~ T~ + such that M[a)M. Since T~ ~ T~, we have a@ T +. 
By iterating a a suitable number of times at M, we can find for every k 6 
a firing sequence a' at M such that la' I/> k and a '~ T*. Hence Z is not 
prompt relative to the interface T e. 
To show the other half of the theorem, assume that ~r is not prompt 
relative to T e. Then due to the finiteness of [M °) we can find M ~ ~ [M °) 
and cr6Tz + such that M~[a)M ~. Let T I={tCT I#(a I t )>O } and 
N 1 = ($1 ,  T 1 ;F1)  be the subnet generated by T~. From the safety of 22 it 
follows at once that for every s E $1: s 'n  T~4:O. Let AI be a strict 
allocation of _r such that for every s E S~: A l (s)~ T 1. According to 
Lemma 3.2, there exists a marking M E [M ~) and an Al-compatible firing 
sequence a '  E T1 + at M such that M[a')M. 
Proposition 4.3 lets us conclude that some transition t C T1 (and in fact 
every transition in T1) must be contained in the T-reduction 
N'  = (S', T'; F ' )  defined by AI. Theorem 4.2 tells us that N'  consists of a 
number of pairwise disjoint T-components of 22 and that for one of them, say 
N 2 ~--- (S2,  T 2 ; F2), t E ire and N z is a subnet of N'. Suppose that N2 is a 
subnet of N1. Then from TI ___ Tz (by construction), we get T 2 _~ Tz. Thus we 
have found a T-component N 2 with 7'2 n Te = O, and we are done. 
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What remains to be proved is that N z is indeed a subnet of N 1. N 2 is a 
strongly connected T-graph. So for any t' E T z there is an acyclic directed 
path t=to ,  So, tl, S l , . . . , tn=t '  from t to t' in N 2. We shall show t' E T 1 by 
induction on n: 
(1) n = 1. Then s o E t '~ ' t ' .  We claim that Al(so) = {t'}. Assuming 
the contrary, t' will appear in the set X 0 of the reduction algorithm 
(Definition 4.2) which then would guarantee that t' is not contained in X '  
and hence not in N' ,  the reduction defined by AI. But this would contradict 
our hypothesis that N z is a subnet of N'. So indeed, Al(so)= {t'}. Now, 
t C T 1 and s o E r imply s o ~ Sa. This in turn leads to Al(so) ~ T 1 because 
that is how Al was chosen. Hence t' E T 1 . 
(2) n > 1. The result follows from the induction hypothesis and the 
proof of the basis step. I 
The condition required by the above theorem for promptness can be 
shown to be sufficient in a much larger context under fairly mild restrictions. 
To do so, the result has to be phrased in terms of T-invariants (see Genrich 
et al. (1980) for a definition) which are a generalisation of T-components. 
However, the condition is not necessary as is brought out in the following 
example (Fig. 9). Once again, the external transitions have been drawn as 
shaded boxes. 
5. A MAXIMALITY PROPERTY OF T-COMPONENTS 
AND S-COMPONENTS 
In this section, every T-graph and S-graph that we encounter is assumed 
to be strongly connected unless otherwise stated. 
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Let 27 be a marked net and N~ c_ N z . If N~ = (S 1 , T I ;Fx)  is to be a T- 
component of 27, by definition, it must fulfill two conditions: 
(1) N 1 is a T-graph, 
(2) N~ is the subnet of N z generated by T~. 
A second possibility to define a T-component would be to replace (2) by 
(2') N~ is a maximal subnet of N z w.r.t. (1). In other words, there is 
no T-graph N 2 ~ N• such that N~ c N 2 . 
The main result of this section is that for LSFC nets, it makes no 
difference whether we choose (2) or (2'). More precisely, the result to be 
proved is: 
Let ~r be an LSFC net, N~ a T-graph and N~ _c Nz. Then N~ is a 
T-component of Z iff there is no T-graph N2 such that 
N1 c N2 c_ Nz .  
Similar considerations apply to S-components and subnets that are S-graphs. 
In what follows, however, we will deal with just T-components. At the end of 
this section, duality arguments will lead us to corresponding results for S- 
components. 
Notice that if 27 is a marked net and N1 is a T-component of Z then there 
is no T-graph N 2 such that N1 c N 2 c N z. Thus the nontrivial half of the 
result is that, in an LSFC net, every maximal T-graph is a T-component. In
fact we shall prove the stronger esult that, in an LSFC net, every subnet 
which is a T-graph can be extended to a T-component. 
Before proceeding, we note that this maximality property does not hold for 
live and safe simple nets. Consider the example shown in Fig. 5. The 
elementary circuit alc2d3 viewed as a net is a T-graph. It is not properly 
contained in any other subnet which is also a T-graph. Nevertheless it is not 
a T-component of the system. 
We first establish Lemma 3.1 for subnets that are T-graphs. Recall that if 
N~ c N z then an N~-maximal marking is one in which if tokens are prevented 
from leaving Na then no new tokens can enter N 1. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let  27 = (S, T; F, 54 °) be an LSFC net, N~ a T-graph, and 
N 1 ~_ N z . Then there exists an N1-maximal marking M ~ [M°}. 
Proof. Let N 1-- ($1, T~;F1) and, as in the previous sections, 
T i=  {t E T \T l l  t '~S~ 4: 0} and T ° = {t C T\Ta I ' tAS~ 4= 0}. We need to 
prove the existence of a marking M E [M °) at which every firing sequence tr
satisfies 
#(,~1 T °) = 0 ~ #(o  I T') = O. 
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The T-graph N 1 is covered by its set of elementary circuits {//1, / - /2 ..... / In}. 
For every marking M' E [M°), we define 
K(M') = ~ M'(//i). 
i=1 
(We are abusing notations here. By M(1-li) we mean M(Si), where S i is the 
set of places in NI contained in the circuit H i.) Suppose M ~, M 2 ~ [M °) and 
t ETa,  such that Mt[ t )M z, then it is easy to verify that K(M 1) =K(MZ). On 
the other hand, if MI ,MZE [M°), t C T i \T  °, and MI[ t )M 2, then 
K(M 2) > K(M1). 
Since Z is safe, for every marking M' @ [M°), K(M')<~ ISll X n. As S is 
live, we can construct a sequence M°[a~)M ~, M~[aE)M 2 .... with 
#(ai l  T i) > 0 and #(ai] T °) -- 0 for each i > 0. (This follows from the theory 
of marked graphs and the free choice property). Because of the bound given 
above, this sequence must terminate after a finite number of steps yielding 
the required N~-maximal marking. | 
Next we show that at a particular marking M E [M°), each transition of 
N 1 can be fired arbitrarily many times without having to fire any transition 
in T ° . 
LEMMA 5.2. Let Z, N1, and T ° be defined as in the previous Iemma. 
Then there exists a marking M@ [M °) and a firing sequence a at M which 
satisfies 
(a) M[a)M, 
(b) for each t @ r 1, #(a [ t) > O, 
(c) CA(a] TO) = O. 
Proof. Let M ~ E[M °) be an Nl-maximal marking. Let t~ ~ T~, and a~ 
be a minimal tl-enabling sequence at M j such that if t 2 E T1 and a 2 is a 
minimal t2-enabling sequence at M l, then l all ~< la2 [. 
We claim that no transition in T ° can appear in a~ ; #(al  I T°) > 0 would 
imply that tr I can be expressed as al=alxta~2 with tET  ° and 
#(an  iT° )=0.  But then we would have for some s C S 1 and t 'E  T 1, 
s @ "t~ "t'. Note that t' must exist because N 1 is strongly connected. From 
the free choice property it follows that {s} = "t= "t', and hence t' is also 
enabled at M',  where MI[au)M '. And la l l l<[a l [  contradicts the 
minimality of a 1. Thus no transitions in T ° can appear in aa. Let 
M 1 [a~ta)M 2. Clearly then M 2 is also an Nl-maximal marking. 
By applying this argument repeatedly and appealing to the finiteness of 
[M°), we can construct a sequence of N~-maximal markings and, after a 
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finite number of steps, we obtain a marking M and a firing sequence a at M 
such that 
(a) M[a)M,  
(b) #(a  I TI) > 0. 
(c) #(o  [ V °) = 0. 
What remains to be shown is that every transition t' E T 1 appears in a 
knowing that some transition, say t ~ T 1, appears in a. Since N 1 is strongly 
connected there is an acyclic directed path H= toSotlS 1 ... t n from t= to to 
t' = t n in N 1 . M is Nl-maximal, #(a  ] T °) = 0, and a can be iterated arbitrary 
many times at M. Moreover, X is safe. That t' also appears in a can now be 
established by induction on the length of the path H. [ 
The final step is to prove 
LEMMA 5.3. Let  27 be an LSFC net, N 1 a T-graph, and NI  c N z. I f  N 1 
is not a T-component o f  S then there exists a T-graph N 2 such that 
NI c N2 ~_ N z • 
P roo f  Assume that N 1 = (S~, Tt ; F1) is not a T-component of Z. Then 
for some tET  1 and s~S\S~,  (s,t)  EFor  ( t , s )~F .  LetME[M °) anda  
be a firing sequence at M such that M[a}M,  #(a  It) > 0, and #(a  I T °) = O. 
The existence of M and a is assured by the previous lemma. Consider the 
case (s, t) E F. Let N'  = (S' ,  T ' ; F ' )  be an SM-component of 27 which 
contains s. Then we also know that t E T'. Assume, without loss of 
generality, that a = ta~ and PROJ(o I T')  = a '  = tot I ... t n (see Fig. I0). 
Since t E T' we must have t o = t. By the definition of an SM-component 
there must be places So,S l , . . . , s ,_  1E S '  such that for O<~i < n, (ti, si), 
(s i, ti+ a) C F '  c F. Also (t,, s) E F ' .  
Assume that j  is the greatest integer such that 0 ~<j < n and t i C T 1 a lso; j  
is well defined because to = t E T 1 . Therefore we have t]+~, t;+ 2 ..... t, ~ T 1 . 
FIGURE 10 
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Suppose that for some k with j ~< k < n, we have s k ~ S 1 . Then tk+ l E T °, a 
contradiction because no transition in T ° is supposed to appear in cr and 
hence in tT'. Thus at this stage we get the directed path s]tj+ 1 ... t n (in N ' )  
lying entirely outside N~. From this, we can extract an acyclic directed path 
sj,t],+~ ... tn, from s j=s j ,  to t , , : t ,  which also lies entirely outside Nx. 
Define now N 2 = (S 2, T 2 ; F2) as 
s~ = S, u {sj,,sj,+l,...,s,,_~} u {s}, 
T 2 = T a W {tj,+l,..., t,,}, 
V 2 :V  1 U {(si, t i+l ) ] j '  ~<i < n'} U {(ti, s i ) ] j '  < i < n'} 
U {(tj, Sj,), (tn,, s), (S, t)}. 
It is easy to verify that N 1 c N 2 ~__ N z and that N 2 is a T-graph. The case 
(t, s) E F can be disposed of by a symmetric argument. 1 
THEOREM 5.4. Let ,T, be an LSFC net and N 1 a T-graph such that 
N 1 ~ N~. Then Nj is a T-component of  Z i l l  fo r  every T-graph N 2 co_ Nz , 
N 1 c~ N 2 . 
Proof If N a is a T-component of 2~ then clearly for every T-graph 
N 2 ___ N z we must have N 1 ~: N:, because N~ is generated by its transitions. 
The second half of the theorem is I_emma 5.3. 1 
THEOREM 5.5. Let ~, be an LSFC net and NI a T-graph such that 
N1 c_ N~. Then there exists a T-component N 2 of  ~ such that Na ~ N 2. 
Proof  Follows easily from Lemma 5.3 and the fact that N z is a finite 
net. I 
COROLLARY 5.6. Every elementary circuit of  an LSFC net 2~ is 
contained in some T-component of  22 
Proof  An elementary circuit is a T-graph. II 
To extend these results to S-components we review once again Hack's 
work using our terminology. The reverse-dual of a net N = (S, T; F) is the 
net N= (S, T;F)  given by: S = T, T :  S, and F=F - I .  It is easy to Verify: 
(a) The reverse-dual of an S-graph (T-graph) is a T-graph (S-graph). 
(b) The reverse-dual of a free choice net is a free choice net[ 
(c) The reverse-dual of a simple net is, in general, not a simple net. 
The second notion is that of well formedness. We say that a free choice 
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net N = (S, T; F) is well formed iff there exists a marking M ° for which 
(S, T; F, M °) is live and safe. 







Let N be a free choice net. Then the following statements 
N is well formed. 
N, the reverse-dual of N, is well formed. 
Our theorem is merely a shortened version of Theorem 9 in Hack 
| 
Consider the LSFC net Z '=(S ,T ;F ,M°) .  Let N=(S ,T ;F )  be the 
reverse-dual of N~. N is well formed because Nz is. Hence for some marking 
/1~ ° of ~r, 2 = (S, 7~; F, 3~ r°) is an LSFC net. (Given Z, the problem of deter- 
mining ~t ° from M °, is a fascinating but open problem in net theory.) Now, 
N 1 is an S-component (T-component) of 2; iff hi1, the reverse-dual of N1, is 
a T-component (S-component) of 2. We have just proved that Theorem 5.4, 
Theorem 5.5, and Corollary 5.6 remain valid if we substitute in their 
statements everywhere "T-graph" by "S-graph" and "T-component" by "S- 
component." 
6. A FAIRNESS RESULT 
In this chapter, we characterise the infinite firing sequences of an LSFC 
net that are globally fair. By a globally fair sequence we mean a sequence in 
which every transition occurs infinitely often. We shall show that in an 
LSFC net global fairness can be achieved by local control. It is sufficient o 
ensure that for each place s that (acquires and) loses a token infinitely often, 
each possible exit from s is taken infinitely often. In case Is'[ = 1, this is 
trivially guaranteed. If Is" I > 1, then whenever a token is to be removed from 
s, then one transition out of s" can be freely chosen to do the job (therefore 
the name "free choice"). In this sense, the control is local. For marked nets 
in general, this notion of local control which shall be called local fairness, 
can be stated informally as 
If a conflict is resolved (i.e., one among a set of alternative uses of a shared 
system resource is chosen) infinitely often then each possible outcome of the 
choice occurs infinitely often. 
Thus this notion of fairness has to do with making decisions in a fair 
manner. And we want to separate this notion from a conventional notion 
which can be phrased as 
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If a transition is enabled infinitely often during an inf'mite behaviour then it will 
occur infinitely often. 
In an interleaved representation of behaviours, such as firing sequences, it is 
somewhat difficult to keep these two notions of fairness separate. This is the 
excuse for the heavy formalism that follows: 
Let 27 = (S, T; F, M °) be a marked net; O 4: T' ___ T and M ~ [M°). Then 
T' can occur concurrently at M iff for every s E S, M(s) t> Is" N T' J. Notice 
that if t C T can occur at M then it is silly but correct to say that {t} can 
occur concurrently at M. Two transitions t1 and t 2 are said to be in conflict 
at M iff tl and t 2 can occur at M but {t 1 , t2 } cannot occur concurrently at M. 
In case 27 is a live and safe T-graph, in general, a set of transitions can 
occur concurrently. The marking is transformed through partially ordered 
occurrences of the transitions. But no two transitions can ever be in conflict. 
In this sense, live and safe T-graphs model nonsequential (concurrency es) 
but deterministic (conflict no) behaviours. 
On the other hand, if 2; is a live and safe S-graph then, in general, two 
transitions can be in conflict at a marking. But no two transitions can ever 
occur concurrently. Thus live and safe S-graphs are meant to represent 
sequential (concurrency no) but nondeterministic ( onflict yes) behaviours. 
We need to extend the conflict relation to sets of transitions. To this end, 
let 27 = (S, T; F, M °) be a marked net, T' ___ T, and M ~ [M°). Then the 
binary relation CFc  [M °} X 3 (T ) \ tO}  is defined as 
(M, T') E CF iff 
IT' I > 1 and 
Vt, t' G T' :  t4: t' =~ t and t' are in conflict at M. 
Note that if (M, T') E CF then each t C T' can occur at M. 
For our purposes, it is useful to observe 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let N= (S, T;F) be an FC net, T'~_ T, and M a 
marking of N. Then (M, T') ~ CF iff for some s C S, M(s) = 1, and T' ~_ s'. 
Proof Follows at once from the definitions. II 
To define local fairness we introduce a few notations concerning infinite 
sequences. We need to work with just one generic infinite sequence 
a = t o tlt2 "" ,  defined over the set T. And we write tr, = t o t 1 t2 ... tn for each 
n~>0. 
Let 27-~ (S, T;F,M °) be a marked net and o be an infinite sequence 
defined over T. Then o is an infinite firing sequence of 27 (at M °) iff for every 
n C N, a n is a firing sequence of 27 at M °. Finally, given an infinite firing 
sequence g = t o t I t 2 .-., of 27, the corresponding augmented firing sequence a' 
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is the sequence M°toMlt~M2t2 ..., where for every i~  N, M°[ai)M i+l. 
Through the rest of the section every sequence we consider is assumed to be 
infinite unless otherwise stated. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let Z=(S ,T ;F ,M °) be marked net, a a firing 
sequence of Z and a '  the corresponding augmented firing sequence: 
(a) a is locally fair iff it satisfies: If for some T' ___ T there is an 
infinite subsequence of a '  of the form MtOtioMiltil..., such that for every 
k >/O, (M ik, T') E CF and tik ~ T', then for each t ~ T' there is an infinite 
subsequence of a '  of the form MJOOoMJ~O, ..., such that for every k >/0, 
(M jk, T') E CF and tjk = t. 
(b) a is globally fair iff every transition in T appears infinitely often in 
(7. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let Z=(S ,T ;F ,M °) be an LSFC net and a a firing 
sequence of Z. Then a is globally fair iff it is locally fair. 
Proof. Assume a = t 0t i t :  -.., is locally fair. N~ is covered by the set of 
S-components and T-components of Z, each of which is a strongly connected 
net. Thus N z itself is strongly connected. Let t ~ T appear infinitely often in 
a. For an arbitrary t' C T with t v~ t', we need to show that t' also appears 
infinitely often in a. In N x, there exists a (finite) directed path from t to t', 
say t°sotls 1 ... t n with t= t o and t' = t n. The proof is by induction on n: 
(1) n=l .  In this case, t=t  o , t '=t  ~,hences  0=r~' t ' .Z i s  safe, t 
appears infinitely often in a, and s o E r. Hence some output transition of s o 
must also appear infinitely often in a. If ]sb] = 1 then s~ = {t'} and we are 
done. So assume that ]sbl > 1 and some transition t" C s b appears infinitely 
often in a with t' 4 = t'. By the free choice property, "t' = "t" = {So}. Hence as 
observed in Proposition 6.1 for every marking M ~ [M °) with M(so)= 1, we 
have (M, S'o) E CF. Since t" appears infinitely often in a, we can extract from 
the corresponding augmented firing sequence a '= M°toMltl ... , the subse- 
quence MiOtioMqtq ..., in which for all k >/0, tik= t". Clearly for every 
k>/O, M'k(So)= 1 and (M ik, sb)C CF. Now t' must also appear infinitely 
often in the locally fair firing sequence a. 
(2) n > 1. Follows at once from the induction hypothesis by 
applying the same argument as in the basis step. 
To prove the second half of the theorem we assume that a is globally fair. 
Let T' ~ T and MiOtioMi~til ..., be a subsequence of the augmented firing 
sequence a '  such that for every k>/O, (M i~, T')C CF and tik.~ T'. Let 
t E T'. Since a is globally fair we can find a subsequence MJotjoMJ'tj~ ..., of 
a '  such that for all k >1 O, Ok = t. Once again from Proposition 6.1, it follows 
that (M Jk, T') C CF for all k >~ 0. II 
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FIGURE 11 
Thus both halves of Theorem 6.2 depend crucially on the fact that N z is a 
free choice net. For the live and safe simple net shown in Fig. 11, the firing 
sequence 1232412324 ...,  is globally fair but not locally fair. Each time 1 
and 3 get into conflict--and they do so infinitely often--1 wins out and 3 
loses. Later, after 2 has occurred, 3 occurs but without being in conflict with 
1. 
In Fig. 12 we show an example of a live and safe simple net for which 
there is the locally fair but not globally fair firing sequence 343434 -... 
We shall conclude this section with a few remarks concerning the 
relationship between our notion of local fairness and the more conventional 
notion of fairness which now can be stated as 
(12) If a transition is enabled infinitely often at the markings of an 
augmented firing sequence, then it appears infinitely often in the firing 
sequence. 
For convenience we shall refer to local fairness (Definition6.1) as l 1- 
fairness. Now in the example of Fig. 11 the firing sequence 1232412324-.., 
is 12-fair but not ll-fair. In the example of Fig. 12, the firing sequence 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of the paper has been to demonstrate hat LSFC nets represent an 
attractive combination of choice and concurrency. Theorem 2.1 shows that 
an LSFC net may be viewed as an interconnection of a number of 
autonomous  live and s~e S-graphs (SM-components). We have then shown 
(Theorem 3.3) that each T-component of an LSFC net can be exercised in its 
own right as a live and safe T-graph. In this sense, our systems may also be 
viewed as an interconnection of a number o f  (live and safe) deterministic 
nonsequential components where the control is passed from one component 
to another through "free" choices. It is worth noting that Shields has proved 
a stronger esult with the same flavour for a subclass of LSFC nets (Shields 
(1981)). 
The next result of interest is Theorem 4.1. This result says that for an 
LSFC net to be prompt it is necessary and sufficient o ensure that each T- 
component has an external transition. The system property called 
promptness was first introduced by Patil and studied in Thiagarajan and 
Patil (1975). In this unpublished work a mildly generalised version of 
Theorem 4.1 was proved. In addition it was also shown that for marked nets 
in general strong promptness is decidable and that weak promptness is 
reducible to the problem of deciding whether or not a transition can occur 
infinitely often. Due to the work of Valk (see Jantzen and Valk (1983)), it 
turns out that weak promptness i also a decidable property. 
Section 5 provides some new insights into the structure of LSFC nets. In 
particular we have shown that it is always possible to start with a subnet 
which is a strongly connected T-graph (S-graph) and extend it to a T- 
component (S-component). It is a happy circumstance that in proving the 
results of this section we have been able to briefly expose the beautiful 
duality theory of LSFC nets obtained in Hack (1972). 
Several notions of fairness have been introduced and studied in the 
literature (see, e.g., Queille and Sifakis (1983)). In Section6 we have 
introduced the notion of local fairness which captures the idea of resolving 
real conflicts in the system behaviour in a fair fashion. We feel that it is 
important to separate this notion from the conventional "finite delay" notion 
of fairness which has to do with concurrency. 
Throughout he paper we have used live and safe simple nets--the 
"natural" generalisation of LSFC nets--to make the point that LSFC nets 
model a privileged class of distributed systems. Our negative xamples how 
that for this larger class, obtaining a theory which is comparable in depth 
and elegance to the theory of LSFC nets will be difficult if not impossible. 
At present here are just a few scattered results available for marked simple 
nets (Commoner (1972), Best and Shields (1983)). 
What remains open is the problem of systematically synthesising LSFC 
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nets. For a subclass of LSFC nets called well behaved bp-schemes the 
synthesis problem is solved (Genrich and Thiagarajan (1983)). This class 
properly includes the class of live and safe S-graphs and T-graphs and 
admits a nice computational interpretation (Genrich and Thiagarajan 
(1983)). Unfortunately the synthesis theory for well behaved bp-schemes 
does not extend to LSFC nets. We feel however that LSFC nets will even- 
tually admit an elegant synthesis theory. We also feel confident hat the 
results of this paper will play a useful role in the development of such a 
theory. 
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